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Easily confused words: 
1.     I got a new sta onary/sta onery  bike to use indoors. 

2.    You may now precede/proceed to enter the library. 
 

Correct the sentence: 

1. the girls feelings by the way are far to important to ignore despite what you  
might think. 

2. The girls purse was lost in the parking lot 

 
Parts of Speech Iden fy the proper nouns:  

1. Asia is the largest con nent and Australia is the smallest con nent. 

2. I really like Aunt Sue’s dog Jasper. 

3. I have Mr. Jones for a teacher this year and my friend Jan has Mrs. Karn. 

 
Simile or Metaphor: 

1. They’re like two peas in a pod.  

2. Our classroom is a zoo today!  
 

Correct Spelling is: 

1. occasionally or ocasionally 

2. pas me or pass me  
 
True or False: 

1.      Shouldn’t is an example of a contrac on.  

2. Different preposi ons can all have the same meaning, for example: on top of,  
above, over.  
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Language Quiz: Answers 
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Easily confused words: 
1.     I got a new sta onary/sta onery  bike to use indoors. 

2.    You may now precede/proceed to enter the library. 
 

Correct the sentence: 

1. The girls feelings, by the way, are far too important to ignore, despite what you  
might think. 

2. The girl’s purse was lost in the parking lot. 

 
Parts of Speech Iden fy the proper nouns:  

1. Asia is the largest con nent and Australia is the smallest con nent. 

2. I really like Aunt Sue’s dog Jasper. 

3. I have Mr. Jones for a teacher this year and my friend Jan has Mrs. Karn 

 
Simile or Metaphor: 

1. They’re like two peas in a pod. S 

2. Our classroom is a zoo today! M 
 

Correct Spelling is: 

1. occasionally or ocasionally 

2. pas me or pass me  
 
True or False: 

1.      Shouldn’t is an example of a contrac on. T 

2. Different preposi ons can all have the same meaning, for example: on top of,  
above, over. T 
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